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We report continuous-wave lasing from InP/InGaAs nanoridges grown on a patterned (001) Si sub-

strate by aspect ratio trapping. Multi-InGaAs ridge quantum wells inside InP nanoridges are

designed as active gain materials for emission in the 1500 nm band. The good crystalline quality

and optical property of the InGaAs quantum wells are attested by transmission electron microscopy

and microphotoluminescence measurements. After transfer of the InP/InGaAs nanoridges onto a

SiO2/Si substrate, amplified Fabry-Perot resonant modes at room temperature and multi-mode las-

ing behavior in the 1400 nm band under continuous-wave optical pumping at 4.5 K are observed.

This result thus marks an important step towards integrating InP/InGaAs nanolasers directly grown

on microelectronic standard (001) Si substrates. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5005173

Semiconductor nanowires are emerging as ideal build-

ing blocks for ultra-compact optoelectronic devices with

low-energy dissipation.1 As a result of axially guided optical

modes and feedback provided by end-facets, lasing behav-

iors have been observed in various II-VI and III-V compound

semiconductor nanostructures.2–16 In particular, indium

phosphide (InP) and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs)

nanolasers, emitting at silicon(Si)-transparent wavelengths,

show great promise to fill a key missing on-chip component

in Si photonic-based optical interconnects.17–21 However,

most of the previously demonstrated InP/InGaAs nanolasers

operate under pulsed-conditions.22–24 Continuous-wave

(CW) lasing at telecom wavelengths has only been achieved

in InP/InGaAs nanopillars grown on (111) Si substrates25

and InAsP/InP nanowires (inside Si photonic crystal cavity)

grown on (111)B InP substrates, with lasing wavelengths sit-

uated at the 1200 and 1300 nm bands.26 Extending the lasing

wavelengths to the 1400 nm and 1500 nm bands is desirable

for high density inter/intra-chip data transmission. In this let-

ter, we utilized InP/InGaAs nanoridges grown on a (001) Si

substrate to demonstrate CW lasing behavior at the 1400 nm

band.

Compared with other hetero-epitaxial growth techni-

ques, selective area growth combined with the aspect ratio

trapping (ART) method provides a viable route to form well-

aligned, millimeter-long horizontal in-plane nanowires on

CMOS-standard (001) Si substrates.27–34 Previously, we

have leveraged this approach to grow InP nanoridges with

embedded InGaAs quantum wells (QWs) and quasi-quantum

wires (QWRs) with strong photolumiescence.35,36 Here, we

observe CW lasing at the telecommunication band from high

quality multi-InGaAs ridge QWs inside the InP nanoridges

directly grown on nanopatterned silicon. To explore the

potential of the InP/InGaAs nanoridges as nanoscale light

sources, we separated the InP/InGaAs nanoridges from the

initial patterned Si substrate and transferred them onto a

SiO2/Si substrate for optical characterization. We observed

CW lasing at 4.5 K under optical excitation and strong opti-

cal mode modulation at room temperature.

The InP/InGaAs nanoridges used in this experiment

were grown on (001) Si substrates using a metal-organic

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) system with a horizon-

tal reactor (AIXTRON 200/4). [110] direction oriented SiO2

stripe patterns with a line pitch of 1 lm and a trench opening

width of 450 nm were used to define the growth regions.

Detailed sample preparation and the growth procedure have

been reported elsewhere.35,36 Figure 1(a) presents the top-

view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the as-

grown sample, showing a uniform morphology across a large

area. The 70� tilted-view SEM image in Fig. 1(b) reveals

symmetrical {111} faceting. A zoomed-in SEM image in

Fig. 1(c) highlights the multi-QW active region. Notably, to

enhance contrast, the InGaAs layers were selectively etched

in a H2PO4:H2O2:H2O (3:1:50) solution. Five uniform

InGaAs ridge QWs and the GaAs nucleation buffer are

clearly identified.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been used

to characterize the structural properties of the InGaAs ridge

QWs. We prepared the TEM specimens by mechanical pol-

ishing and subsequent ion beam milling and examined the

samples in a JEOL2010 field-emission microscope under

multiple-beam conditions. The cross-sectional TEM image

in Fig. 2(a) indicates a large strain field in the vicinity of the

III-V/Si hetero-interface. With most of threading disloca-

tions confined at the bottom of the V-shaped pocket, a few

stacking faults still propagate into the InP main layer above

the V-groove [see Fig. 2(b)]. Figure 2(c) displays the

zoomed-in TEM image of the tip region of the InGaAs ridge

QWs. The thicker regions at the tip area result from the
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growth preference at the transitional facets.37 Figure 2(d)

presents the five InGaAs ridge QWs on one side of the InP

nanoridge. The 7 nm thick InGaAs ridge QWs and 28 nm

thick InP spacers exhibit a sharp interface and a uniform

thickness along the {111} facets. A TEM image recorded

along the trench direction is shown in Fig. 2(e). The yellow

dotted line marks the boundary between the InP buffer inside

and outside the V-grooved pocket. While the bottom part of

the InP buffer is quite defective, the upper part, where the

InGaAs ridge QWs reside, exhibits good crystalline quality.

The zoomed-in TEM image in Fig. 2(f) exemplifies the gen-

eration of threading dislocations and stacking faults at the

III-V/Si interface. Optical properties of the InGaAs ridge

QWs were investigated by microphotoluminescence (l-PL)

measurements. Figure 3 displays the normalized PL spectra

measured at 4.5 K and 300 K. At 4.5 K, the central emitting

wavelength of the ridge QWs lies at 1436 nm with a full-

width-at-maximum (FWHM) of 125 nm. At room tempera-

ture, the central emitting wavelength shifts to 1490 nm due

to bandgap shrinkage at higher temperatures. The FWHM

also increases to 147 nm from thermal broadening.

Assuming a unit internal quantum efficiency (IQE) at 4.5 K,

an IQE of 29.7% is extracted at room temperature under a

relatively low excitation power density of 320 W/cm2. To

avoid carrier localization at the cross-over region of the

{111} facets, we tuned the growth conditions of the InGaAs

QWs for a dominant emission, as manifested by the charac-

teristics of single-peaked PL spectra at both 4.5 K and 300 K.

For nanolasers directly grown on V-grooved Si, minimiz-

ing light leakage into the bulk Si substrate is essential to real-

ize lasing. Improved optical confinement can be achieved by

transferring the nanoridges onto an oxide substrate,9 etching

away the underlying Si,13,24 or direct hetero-epitaxy on a sili-

con-on-insulator (SOI) substrate.38 To exploit the potential of

these InP/InGaAs nanoridges as nanoscale light sources, we

adopted the first method to evaluate the quality of the active

medium grown on silicon. After removing the SiO2 spacers

by buffered oxide etch (BOE) and undercutting Si in a KOH

solution, the InP/InGaAs nanoridges were separated from the

initial Si substrate in an ultrasonic bath and transferred onto a

SiO2/Si substrate (1 lm thick SiO2). The directions of the

transferred InP/InGaAs nanoridges are completely random.

Figure 4(a) presents a schematic of the transferred InP/

InGaAs nanoridge and the excitation/detection scheme. Figure

4(b) shows the microscopy image of a transferred 32 lm long

InP/InGaAs nanoridge on the SiO2/Si substrate. The zoomed-

in SEM image reveals a smooth and vertical (110) end-facet,

which is essential for strong optical feedback. The as-grown

convex (111) facet is labeled in yellow, and the (110) facet

originally contacting with the SiO2 sidewall is labeled in red

[see Fig. 4(b)]. The low-temperature GaAs nucleation buffer

and the InP main layer are also distinguishable.

FIG. 1. (a) Top-view SEM image of

the as-grown highly ordered InP/

InGaAs nanoridge array on (001) Si.

(b) 70� tilted-view SEM image show-

ing the multi-faceted InP/InGaAs

nanoridge array inside V-grooved Si

pockets. (c) Cross-sectional SEM

image of the one typical InP nanoridge

with five uniform InGaAs ridge QWs.

FIG. 2. (a) Cross-sectional TEM image

(perpendicular to the trench direction)

of one representative InP/InGaAs

nanoridge on (001) Si. (b) Zoomed-in

TEM image showing the generation of

stacking faults at the III-V Si interface

and the confinement of defects inside

the V-grooved pocket. (c) Zoomed-in

TEM image of the tip region of the

five InGaAs ridge QWs. (d) Zoomed-

in TEM image of the five InGaAs ridge

QWs at one side of the InP nanoridge.

The thickness of the InGaAs QW is

around 7 nm, and the thickness of the

InP spacer is around 28 nm. (e) TEM

image along the trench direction. (f)

Zoomed-in TEM image of the III-V/Si

interface indicates the formation of

threading dislocations and stacking

faults.
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We first investigated the optical characteristics of

the transferred InP/InGaAs nanoridges through room tem-

perature l-PL measurements. Excitation was provided

by a CW 1064 nm laser with a shaped rectangular beam

(40 lm� 4 lm), and light emission was collected by a

thermoelectric-cooled InGaAs detector through the same

objective (0.1 nm spectral resolution). During the measure-

ments, the laser spot was aligned to fully cover the InP/

InGaAs nanoridge. Figure 4(c) displays the measured PL

spectra under different excitation power densities. At low

pumping power density, the InP/InGaAs nanoridge exhib-

its a broad spontaneous emission spectrum with fine

Fabry-Perot (FP) resonant peaks. The free-spectral range

(FSR) of the cavity modes (8.6 nm at 1500 nm band)

agrees well with the length (32 lm) of the measured InP/

InGaAs nanoridge. As the pumping power density

increases, the overall peak of emission slightly blueshifted

due to state-filling effects at higher excitation levels. More

importantly, the FP modes become stronger compared

with the background spontaneous emission, and the line-

width of the FP modes continues to decrease, suggesting

the transition from spontaneous emission to amplified

spontaneous emission. In fact, as the pumping power den-

sity increases from 2.90 kW/cm2 to 6.63 kW/cm2 and then

to 16.8 kW/cm2, the linewidth of the peak at 1468 nm

decreases from 3.50 nm to 1.93 nm and then to 1.59 nm.

Multimode lasing was observed at 4.5 K, as illustrated

by the emission spectra under different pumping levels in

Fig. 5(a). At low excitation levels, the InP/InGaAs nanoridge

emits broad spontaneous spectra with discernable FP reso-

nance peaks from 1400 nm to 1500 nm. As the excitation

level increases, the peaks situated at 1410 nm and 1418 nm

intensify and stand out from the background emission, indi-

cating the transition from spontaneous emission to stimu-

lated emission. Figure 5(b) shows the light-light (L-L) curve

and linewidth of the peak at 1410 nm as a function of excita-

tion power density. A clear threshold knee is observed in the

L-L curve, and the threshold is extracted to be around

6.5 kW/cm2. Lasing behavior is further evidenced by the

decrease in the linewidth and the subsequent clamping at

0.4 nm as the excitation level increases beyond threshold.

Figure 5(c) illustrates the blue shift of the peak at 1410 nm

as the pumping power density increases, which could be

attributed to the band-filling effects in the multi-InGaAs

QWs. A similar behavior has also been observed in other

nanolasers using multi-QWs as the gain medium.39 Figure

5(d) presents the cavity modes at 1410 nm and 1418 nm

under a low excitation level. The FSR between the two

modes is extracted as 7.7 nm, and the linewidths are 0.48 nm

and 0.52 nm, respectively. We estimated the quality factor

(Q-factor) of the nanoridge as Q ¼ k/Dk ¼ 2938. This Q-

value is substantially higher than other reported nanolasers

emitting in the near-infrared range. We attributed the high

Q-factor of our InP/InGaAs nanolaser to the long length of

the cavity and the high quality of the end-fact. The lasing

mode was identified to be TE01 by simulating the electrical

filed distribution inside the ridge waveguide as it exhibits the

best overlap with the active region among all the existing

propagation modes [see the inset in Fig. 5(d)]. We observed

a similar lasing behavior from other transferred InP/InGaAs

nanoridges with a length around 30 lm and a lasing wave-

length around 1410 nm.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated CW lasing at the

1400 nm band from InP/InGaAs nanoridges initially grown

on an exact (001) Si substrate. Clear lasing threshold can be

identified from the L-L curves, and linewidths narrowing of

the emission peak are detected at 4.5 K under optical

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the trans-

ferred InP/InGaAs nanoridge on a

SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Microscopic

image of the transferred InP/InGaAs

nanoridge. The zoomed-in SEM image

illustrates high end-facet quality. (c)

PL spectra of the transferred InP/

InGaAs nanoridge under different

excitation levels. Strong FP mode reso-

nance is observed.

FIG. 3. PL spectra of the as-grown InP/InGaAs nanoridges measured at

4.5 K and 300 K.
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excitation. Moreover, we observed strong FP mode modula-

tion and amplified spontaneous emission at room tempera-

ture. The CW lasing behavior from the transferred InP/

InGaAs nanoridges thus demonstrates the high optical prop-

erty of the multi-InGaAs ridge QWs inside the InP nanoridge

and shows the potential of integrating InP/InGaAs nanolas-

ers, emitting at telecommunication wavelengths, onto micro-

electronic standard (001) Si substrates.
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